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MyBio Tracer

  

The new MyBio Tracer Compact provides a revolutionary non-invasive way to read the body’s reaction and in answer react with pathogen
specific electromagnetic frequencies to help eliminate harmful pathogens and their effects.  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Normal price: R 21275

Price: R 21275

Ask a question 

Description 

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE

The body and cells are continuously identifying and destroying pathogens (viruses, bacteria, fungi, etc.) and build intricate molecular systems to
improve immunity against these pathogens. The body’s immune system seems to have the capability to identify the pathogen (amongst other
identifying structures) by frequencies related to the physical genetic structure of the pathogen.
The MyBio Tracer uses the above mentioned mechanisms of the body’s immune system to relay information on harmful pathogens back to the
instrument in order to identify a particular pathogen.
The MyBio Tracer is therefore designed as a tool to identify diseases caused by harmful pathogens as well as a remedial tool to help fight off
the harmful effects of such pathogens by destroying them or at least helping the body to combat such pathogens.

The MyBio Tracer is compatible with Windows operating system and consists of five distinct units:

Basic PEMF device– for improving body cell functions and general health
Tracer/scanner - to identify pathogen markers in the body
Graphical selection tool - to mark/select the most outstanding pathogen markers found
Pathogen database tool - to match these pathogen markers to known human pathogens that might be the cause of the clinical
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symptoms or relevant illness
Complex electrical pulse generation tool - similar to the basic PEMF device with added functions controlled by the MyBio Tracer PC
program.

Benefits

Reduces antibiotic use as it assists the body to heal itself and fight infection. It also helps prevent recurrent infections.
Speeds up recovery as it improves circulation, lymph drainage and cell healing. It reduces inflammation effectively.
Normalises body functions and organ systems and therefore also helps to improve conditions like chronic fatigue syndrome and
insomnia.
Cost effective and will save on medical costs.
Can be used by young and old and for a broad range of ailments and is therefore ideal for the whole family. One device, that is safe and
effective for the whole family.
Builds immunity and improves quality of life.

Reviews

Write a review for this product & receive a free discount coupon as well as access to exclusive member content. Please register or login to write
your review. 
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